
 Updated structure after advice from Mr. Taylor: 
 -  Should be around 6 minute range 
 -  Come up with more impactful title 

 Intro: Only include footage from SF march, audio of interviews or footage you took 
 1.  Personal stories 

 a.  Experience with gender 
 i.  Maya explaining his gender 
 ii.  Sera talking about her transition 

 b.  Include drag 
 2.  Problems within the Bay Area trans community 

 a.  Include a quote from one of the drag kings as a transition 
 i.  Both of them said something like “The bay Area is great but there are 

 some problems” 
 b.  Include QUICC and mutual aid 
 c.  Problems with San Jose (lack of spaces) 
 d.  Include part about racism (sera) 

 3.  What people can do - what can cis people do for the trans community? 
 a.  Maya’s advice for taking action (this is mainly directed to queer people though) 
 b.  Vera: “it should be celebrated” 

 Conclusion: End with inspirational, maybe advice for young trans people 
 -  Keep Lotus Boy’s speech 

 -  Queer and Trans Community in Bay Area 
 -  Diverse 
 -  Mutual Aid 
 -  Communities 
 -  Actions 

 Idea: Trans scene in the Bay Area 
 Diverse, Community, telling their stories 
 Introduction: 

 -  Start with Sylvia Rivera’s 1973 speech 
 -  Transition to Indya Moore’s 2019 speech 
 -  News coverage of sf rally 
 -  Footage of rally 
 -  Footage of drag queens/people at rally 
 -  Title card 

 1.  Talking generally about bay area 
 a.  Start with b-roll that we take of SF, Oakland, and San Jose 

 i.  Downtown, landscapes, Queer Centers (Billy DeFrank Center) 



 b.  Share experiences 
 c.  Good things, problems 

 2.  Drag 
 a.  protest 
 b.  Oakland drag show 

 3.  What they want people to do (take action) 
 a.  Anti-trans laws 

 i.  *Add Maya quote 22:05 about transmisogyny 
 b.  Cis people 

 4.  Personal experiences with gender 
 Conclusion: What their experience in the Bay Area is like 

 -  Start with struggles, move onto good things? 
 -  End with King Lotus Boy speech at sf march - “there is so much queer and trans love in 

 the world” 

 B-roll 
 Landscapes of San Jose, SF, or Oakland 

 -  Historical events, trans activists 
 -  SF- transgender district (or find photos) 
 -  Urban Landscape 


